Small Bites

**Classic Sashimi** 21
thinly sliced big eye hawaiian tuna, shredded cabbage, wasabi, ginger

**Hurricane Fries** 9
gochujang aioli, kabayaki sauce, furikake & green onion

Entrees

**Chef’s Bento Box** 27
kalua pork, gochujang chicken wings, fried fish, pickled vegetables, mac salad, furikake rice

**Loco Moco** 19
1/2 pound proprietary blend patty, two scoops rice, two eggs, Maui mushroom & onion gravy

**Kalbi Rib Plate** 22
the classic Maui style short ribs, furikake rice, mac salad, pickled vegetables

**Ahi Katsu Bowl** 23
crispy, panko crusted hawaiian ahi belly, shredded cabbage, rice, mac salad, gochujang aioli, kabayaki sauce, furikake & green onion

Aloha Friday

served from 10:30am–5:00pm